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I expect these stocks to trade higher. The list is a great starting point for picking out aggressive
stocks to buy or buy call contracts.

Buying in-the-money call contracts is a great way to profit from stocks that trade higher.

When you buy a call contract, you receive the right to buy shares of stock at a specific price. If
that stock trades higher, your right becomes more valuable and you can sell it for a profit.

This is a speculative strategy and you risk losing whatever you pay to purchase a call contract.

But investment a small portion of your wealth in this way can help accelerate your gains from
strong stocks, leading to larger percentage returns.

(Please note, I may have personal positions in any of these stocks, and may buy or sell shares or
related option contracts without notification at any time.)

Speculative Bull Plays























I expect these stocks to trade lower. The list is a great starting point for picking out vulnerable
stocks for shorting or to buy put contracts.

Buying in-the-money put contracts is a great way to profit from stocks that trade lower.

When you buy a put contract, you’re buying the right to sell shares of stock at a specific price. If
that stock trades lower, your right becomes more valuable, and you can sell it for a profit.

This is a speculative strategy and you risk losing whatever you pay to purchase a put contract.

But using a small portion of your investment account this way can help to offset risks if your
other investments trade lower.

(Please note, I may have personal positions in any of these stocks, and may buy or sell shares or
related option contracts without notification at any time.)

Speculative Bear Plays























I use these stocks for my put-selling income strategy.

My favorite strategy for generating income from the stock market is to sell put contracts on
stocks I would like to own.

When you sell a put contract, you’re paid cash in exchange for your promise to buy shares of
stock. That cash can add up over time, giving you an attractive return for your investment
account.

Like all investing, this strategy involves risk. But I like this approach because it actually uses less
risk than a typical “buy and hold” strategy.

(Please note, I may have personal positions in any of these stocks, and may buy or sell shares or
related option contracts without notification at any time.)

Put-Selling Income Plays























I hope you've enjoyed this 
archived version of my 20/20 Watch List!

For access to the real-time watch lists with new tickers, and 
continually updated notes, subscribe here:

 

www.ZachScheidt.com/20-20-watch-list/
 

You may also be interested in my Speculative Trading Service with actionable
buy and sell alerts, or my Accelerated Income Model with detailed

instructions on put-selling income plays:
 

www.ZachScheidt.com/Trading-Program/
 

www.ZachScheidt.com/Income-Model/

http://zachscheidt.com/20-20-watch-list/
https://zachscheidt.com/trading-program/

